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Executive Summary 
China News --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 5 
 
This month saw an attempted prohibition on TikTok and WeChat, a House bill addressing forced 
labor in Xinjiang, and a Senate bill tackling a range of China grievances. Though still far short of 
its Phase One commitments, China is making up some ground on purchases after the pandemic-
slowed first half of the year.  

U.S. Customs and Border Patrol issued five withhold-release orders (WRO) against cotton and 
tomato products from specific companies thought to be using the forced labor of Uighur Muslims 
in the Chinese autonomous region of Xinjiang. Democrats and human rights groups expressed 
disappointment that the Administration stopped short of a region-wide ban. The House 
overwhelmingly approved a tough bill designed to stop products made with forced labor in 
Xinjiang China from entering the U.S. The vote of 406 to 3 shows the energy behind the legislation 
and puts some pressure on the Senate to approve it.  

House Republicans released the report of their China Task Force at the end of the month, calling 
the Chinese Communist Party a “generational threat” and providing over 400 policy 
recommendations, including recommendations to strictly enforce the Phase One agreement 
provisions on agricultural barriers and negotiate new, high-standard trade agreements to 
counter CCP influence.  
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Trade Deal News ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 10 
 
The EU says it would rather focus on reforming the WTO and resolving the Airbus-Boeing dispute 
than reviving talks on a free trade agreement with the U.S., even if Biden triumphs in November. 
In her annual state of the union speech, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen 
said the EU should take the lead on reforming the WTO and expressed hope for U.S. engagement 
on multilateral issues, like OECD digital tax talks. The European Commission will reportedly 
launch its digital tax in summer 2021 regardless of how OECD negotiations go.  

Brexit negotiations are reaching the final showdown phase with about one month to go to ratify 
a deal in time for the end of the transition period on January 1. Final negotiations will take place 
from October 4 until an EU summit on October 15. While a deal is possible, major sticking points 
have yet to be resolved. The U.K. reached its first major trade deal as an independent nation with 
Japan. The U.K.-Japan Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement is predicted to increase 
trade between the two islands by £15.2 billion.  

Washington and London concluded their fourth round of trade talks. U.S. Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo says the talks could “reach a successful conclusion before too long.” Several stumbling 
blocks remain, chief of which is agriculture.  

The Administration announced it is initiating an investigation into seasonal imports from Mexico 
that have been accused of dumping. The investigation will begin with blueberries from Mexico 
and elsewhere and will take several months. USDA, USTR, and Commerce released a report at 
the beginning of the month that outlines the Trump administration’s strategy to address the 
seasonal produce imports and their effects on American producers.  

European Union Priorities -------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 10 
EU State of the Union ----------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 10 
Digital Tax and Privacy --------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 11 

Brexit ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 11 
U.K.-Japan Trade Talks --------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 12 

U.K.-U.S. Trade Talks ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 13 
U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement ------------------------------------------------------------------ p. 14 
Canadian Aluminum Tariffs ------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 14 
Mexican Seasonal Produce Investigation -------------------------------------------------------- p. 14 
Taiwan Trade Talks ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ p. 15 

EU-Taiwan Trade ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 15 
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Domestic News ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 16 
 
The White House announced a new round of coronavirus relief payments for farmers. The 
program will provide around $14 billion to farmers. Direct payments will go to producers of dairy, 
meat, grain, vegetables, wheat, and other goods. USDA said payments will be calculated by 
different methods depending on the commodity. The new aid program was a major sticking point 
in the stopgap spending bill to keep the government open and funded through December 11.  

U.S. Farm Subsidies ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 16 
Border Inspections Funding Shortfall ------------------------------------------------------------ p. 17 
Steel and Aluminum Tariff Impact --------------------------------------------------------------- p. 17 
Trade Post-Election ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- p. 18 

 
World Trade Organization News -------------------------------------------------------------- p. 19 
 
On September 15, a WTO dispute settlement panel ruled that Section 301 tariffs the Trump 
administration imposed in 2018 were discriminatory and excessive. China has already retaliated 
against the U.S. duties, so the ruling will have little effect. There is no indication that the 
Administration is considering removing the unilateral duties and no pressure from Congress to 
do so. USTR Lighthizer lambasted the decision and said in a statement that the WTO’s response 
to China’s technology practices is “completely inadequate” and argued the U.S. “must be allowed 
to defend itself against unfair trade practices.” More than 3,500 companies are suing the U.S. 
government in the Court of International Trade for declaratory judgment and refunds with 
interest on its 301 tariffs. 

At a WTO Committee on Agricultural meeting, members again called on the Administration to 
justify its domestic agriculture support. Australia, Brazil, Canada, the EU, India, Paraguay, and 
other WTO member countries urged the U.S. to consider the trade-distorting effect of its 
payments. The U.S. is almost certainly over its $19.1 billion domestic support limit for agriculture, 
even before the latest round of aid (which would likely count against the new U.S. 2020 
notification year which begins in September). Direct federal government aid accounted for a 
quarter of farmer income in 2019 and is projected to account for a third in 2020. 

The WTO Director-General race narrowed to five candidates. The candidates to reach the next 
round are Yoo Myung-hee (South Korea), Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala (Nigeria), Amina Mohamed 
(Kenya), Liam Fox (the UK), and Mohammad Al-Tuwaijri (Saudi Arabia). The next round runs from 
September 24 to October 6. WTO members will indicate two preferences, and General Council 
Chair David Walker will narrow the field from five to two.  The WTO hopes to have final decision 
by November 7.  
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China News 

Tensions with China continue to increase. This month saw an attempted prohibition on TikTok 
and WeChat, a House bill addressing forced labor in Xinjiang, and a Senate bill tackling a range of 
China grievances. President Trump also continues to talk tough on China for his re-election bid. 
This month he described decoupling as “an interesting word” and threatened to block companies 
that outsource jobs to China from federal contracts as part of the Administration’s efforts to 
return manufacturing jobs and supply chains to the U.S.  

A recent survey of 578 corporate executives conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers in London 
found that almost two-thirds expect trade tensions between the U.S. and China to get worse 
regardless of who wins in November. However, almost half of those surveyed said they’re more 
likely to focus on planning their supply chains in the case of four more years of Trump. Most 
respondents – 81 percent – believe the federal government should do more to encourage U.S. 
domestic production of essential goods. 

China is making up some ground on purchases after the pandemic-slowed first half of the year. 
However, China’s U.S. imports are still lagging behind pre-trade war levels and are nowhere close 
to its Phase One commitments. Corn, soybean, sorghum, wheat, pork and cotton sales are all up 
from this time last year, though not as much as they need to be to meet their commitments under 
the deal.  

The National Association of Manufacturers is holding out hope for phase two negotiations. As 
part of comments to the office of the U.S. Trade Representative for its annual report on China’s 
compliance with WTO rules, NAM called on the Administration to quickly resume negotiations 
on a “robust, comprehensive and enforceable trade agreement” that addresses the wide range 
of trade barriers the phase one deal does not cover. It acknowledged that “China’s unfair and 
market-distorting policies represent a huge challenge” and suggests improving coordination with 
allies to pressure Beijing on reforms.  

The World Trade Organization ruled against U.S. Section 301 tariffs on Chinese goods this month 
(see page 16 below). A WTO panel found that the U.S. duties were not justified under the 
“protecting public morals” clause invoked, were inconsistent with the most favored nation 
principle, and breached U.S. commitments in its schedule of tariff concessions. USTR Lighthizer 
was incensed by the ruling and called the WTO “completely inadequate” in dealing with China, 
though if the panel had agreed with the United States that the duties could be justified under the 
“public morals” exception that could have had wide-ranging implications for agricultural trade.  
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TikTok and WeChat Bans 

Prohibitions were, at least temporarily, averted on Chinese video-sharing and communication 
apps TikTok an WeChat. The prohibitions would make it impossible for Americans to download 
the apps or for the tens of millions of current users to receive updates or patches. The goal is to 
limit the availability of U.S. citizens’ personal data to Chinese-owned companies with a 
connection to the Chinese government. The effort is part of a larger Administration trend of using 
national security justifications to curtail U.S.-China connections.  

Originally planned for September 20, the bans on TikTok were delayed due to a possible sale in 
which Oracle and Walmart would get a 20 percent stake in the newly created “TikTok Global.” 
TikTok’s owner ByteDance would still own 80 percent but, critically, the U.S. would control 
American users’ data. The deal is being reviewed by the Chinese government, which may reject 
the sale. The Commerce Department has been pressuring ByteDance for months to find a buyer.  

On September 20, the day the prohibitions on WeChat were set to take effect, U.S. Magistrate 
Judge Laurel Beller temporarily blocked the Administration’s ban. The judge ruled in favor of 
users who claimed that they have few alternatives to the messaging and money transfer app. 
There are 20 million WeChat users in the U.S. and 1.2 billion active users worldwide, and many 
multinational corporations rely on the app to communicate with employees since China’s Great 
Firewall blocks many other messaging apps such as WhatsApp and Facebook. 

The government’s “overarching national security interest is significant,” Judge Beller wrote, but 
it “has put in scant little evidence that its effective ban of WeChat for all U.S. users addresses 
those [security] concerns.” She agreed with the plaintiffs’ argument that “there are obvious 
alternatives to a complete ban, such as barring WeChat from government devices, as Australia 
has done, or taking other steps to address data security.” The Administration did not sufficiently 
justify an effective ban of the app.  

Commerce must file its response by October 6. WeChat and Commerce will prepare for a virtual 
hearing on October 15. The White House has said it will fight the injunction to block the 
prohibitions. On September 27, the Commerce Department issued a statement saying that the 
executive order Trump issued on August 6 calling TikTok and WeChat national security threats 
“fully consistent with the law and promotes legitimate national security interests. The 
Government will comply with the injunction and has taken immediate steps to do so, but intends 
to vigorously defend the E.O. and the Secretary’s implementation efforts from legal challenges.” 
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Forced Labor in Xinjiang 

The White House banned imports from specific companies thought to be using the forced labor 
of Uighur Muslims in the Chinese autonomous region of Xinjiang, but chose not to issue a region-
wide ban. On September 14, U.S. Customs and Border Patrol issued five withhold-release orders 
(WRO) against cotton and tomato products from certain companies.  

At a hearing on the decision, Democrats and human rights groups expressed disappointment that 
the Administration stopped short of a region-wide ban. The human rights groups (AFL-CIO, 
Campaign for Uyghurs, Worker Rights Consortium and the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies) argued that the targeted action was less effective and less transparent. Four WROs were 
issued in September 2019. Nevertheless, U.S. imports from the region have increased 250 
percent in the last year. At a House Ways and Means trade subcommittee meeting, Rep. Bill 
Pascrell (D-NJ) called the Administration’s response “pathetic.” 

Republican lawmakers supported the move. A regionwide WRO would provoke a more severe 
reaction from China. Apparel industry representatives also approved of the more targeted action. 

China denies U.S. charges and a Chinese government spokesman called it “a blatant act of 
bullying” and claimed that Chinese law protects the rights of its workers, including ethnic 
minority groups. 

House Uighur Bill 

The House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved a tough bill designed to stop products 
made with forced labor in Xinjiang China from entering the U.S. The vote of 406 to 3 shows the 
energy behind the legislation and puts some pressure on the Senate to approve it.  

House Ways and Means Chair Richard Neal (D-MA) said the measure is strong “but appropriate 
given the circumstances. It is critical that the United States holds the Chinese government 
accountable for its gross human rights violations, and it is essential that our trade policies not 
perpetuate human suffering.” 

The Act requires companies to prove with “clear and convincing evidence” that any goods 
imported from Xinjiang are not made with forced labor. Any foreigners who knowingly take 
advantage of the forced labor of Uighurs or other Muslim minorities can be sanctioned under the 
proposed law.  

The bill also includes ongoing preventative measures. It would require that the White House 
report on its actions to reduce forced labor in the Xinjiang region and to compile a roster of 
companies that have in the past sold products made entirely or in part by forced or involuntary 
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labor. Publicly traded companies would be required to file reports with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission acknowledging any times they were knowingly involved with companies 
in violation of the law. The Secretary of State would then be required to determine whether the 
labor activities reported represent either crimes against humanity or genocide.  

Fashion industry opposes the bill. America imports $50 billion worth of clothing and textiles from 
China, many made with cotton or yarn from Xinjiang. Importers of clothing and consumer goods 
said the law would “establish a ‘guilty until proven innocent’ blanket standard” for all goods from 
the region.  

Senate LEADS Act 

Democratic Senators showed that they can be tough on China, too. Senate Minority Leader Chuck 
Schumer, Foreign Relations ranking member Bob Menendez, and ten other Democrats proposed 
the America LEADS Act on September 17. They call it the “most comprehensive China legislation 
to date.”  

The lawmakers said they were attempting to address a broad range of issues of U.S.-China 
relations in order to “course correct.” They criticized the phase one agreement on both 
enforceability and content pointing out that it left most critical issues for follow up. The Act would 
1) invest in U.S. competitiveness, 2) support alliances abroad, 3) restore a values-centered foreign 
policy, and 4) hold China to task for its “predatory actions.” 

The bill devotes $350 billion in new funding to several areas: research and development 
(including new and emerging technology such as 5G, quantum, and artificial intelligence); 
supporting domestic manufacturing (such as semiconductors); and strengthening domestic 
supply chains. It would strengthen trade enforcement for intellectual property, supply chains, 
counterfeit goods, and currency manipulation. It contains a wide range of measures to support 
human rights and civil society (aimed at Tibet, Xinjiang, and Hong Kong, and includes a provision 
on admission to the U.S. for some Hong Kong and Xinjiang residents). The Act directs the 
president to sanction Chinese officials guilty of human rights violations and to report foreign 
persons found to be engaging in forced labor in China. 

Hundreds of similar China bills have been introduced in the current congress, and the LEADS Act 
is unlikely to become law, unless perhaps if Democrats get control of the Senate in November.  

China’s Pork Reserves 

While the exact level of China’s frozen pork reserves is a state secret, new estimates show that 
China has nearly exhausted its supply following two years of African swine fever. London-based, 
China-focused consultancy firm Enodo Economics estimates that China has less than 100,000 
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tons of frozen pork reserves remaining - a two or three month supply for China, the top producer, 
importer, and consumer of pork.  

The supply is meant to be a price stabilization tool rather than an emergency reserve, and the 
dwindling levels mean Beijing will have less ability to intervene directly in the domestic pork 
market over the next year. Wholesale pork prices in China are currently double what they were 
pre-swine fever, down from even higher highs. The cost to the consumer increased over 50 
percent from August 2019 to August 2020. China has had record meat imports this year – more 
than double as the same time in 2019 – from the U.S. and other top pork producers at a time 
when Chinese President Xi Jinping is trying to push for increased agricultural self-sufficiency.  

Increased pork prices are enticing more Chinese producers back to hog-raising despite continued 
cases of ASF. That increase has driven up imports and prices of feed grains, pushing soybean 
futures to the highest level in over two years. 

 House GOP China Task Force Report 

House Republicans released the report of their China Task Force at the end of the month, calling 
the Chinese Communist Party a “generational threat” and providing over 400 policy 
recommendations. These recommendations fall under six “pillars” – ideological competition, 
supply chain security, national security, technology, economics & energy, and competitiveness.  

The Supply Chain pillar deals primarily with technologies like semiconductors, advanced 
materials, medical goods, and pharmaceuticals, though it should be noted that rhetoric and 
actions around reshoring supply chains of sensitive goods could provide ammunition to countries 
that view certain agricultural products as sensitive and strategic. For example, one of the 
recommendations would halve the income tax rate for domestic manufacturing and sale of 
pharmaceutical ingredients – this would likely violate GATT Article III.4 and Article 2.1 of the 
TRIMs Agreement. 

The Economics & Energy pillar makes a number of recommendations for offensive tools that 
could affect agricultural trade. This includes monitoring and enforcing the China Phase One 
agreement and developing a unified U.S. approach to Phase Two, which should address subsidies, 
SOEs, data flows, and other barriers. Beyond China itself, this pillar recommends deepening ties 
with allies and negotiating new, high-standard agreements that strengthen economic and 
geostrategic ties. This includes all ongoing negotiations under the Trump Administration and 
identifying additional partners that are willing and able to take on USMCA-like obligations 
(Taiwan is singled out for a potential trade agreement once unidentified outstanding issues are 
resolved). Of course, TPP would have met virtually all the criteria that House Republicans describe 
in this report.  
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The report also deals at length with the WTO and calls for passage of a bipartisan resolution 
supporting the WTO and Appellate Body reforms. It also recommends working with allies to 
develop new disciplines to address transparency failures, objective standards for special and 
differential treatment, and distortions created by China’s economic model.  

Finally, the report recommends extending GSP and other preference programs to strengthen ties 
with developing countries and expand credit opportunities through the U.S. Export-Import Bank 
to compete with China’s Belt and Road Initiative.    

Trade Deal News 

European Union Priorities 

A top EU official speaking at a discussion hosted by the American Institute for Contemporary 
German Studies said the EU is not interested in reviving talks on a free trade agreement with the 
U.S. in the near future, even if Biden triumphs in November.  

Sabine Weyand, chief trade official at the European Commission, said that U.S. and EU “stand a 
better chance of dealing” with China subsidies and other common challenges if they focus on 
strengthening the WTO. She also raised a number of other ongoing disputes that the EU would 
like to resolve, including the Boeing-Airbus subsidy battle, the Trump administration tariffs on 
European steel, and digital services tax. She described the bloc’s goal as “open strategic 
autonomy” rather than being pushed and pulled by Washington and Beijing. 

(Regarding the Boeing – Airbus conflict, Reuters reported on September 29th that the WTO was 
preparing to authorize the EU to retaliate on $4 billion in U.S. trade, owing to continuing U.S. 
subsidies for Boeing. The $4 billion was an unexpectedly high amount.  Late in 2019, the WTO 
authorized the U.S. to impose $7.5 billion in tariffs due to EU subsidies for Airbus, and the U.S. 
imposed duties on a wide range of EU products, including a number of agricultural products.) 

Biden has made conciliatory statements regarding U.S.-EU bilateral trade similar to those of  
Weyand.  His campaign says new trade agreements will not be a top priority, but it will be 
important to repair trust with U.S. allies. According to Biden’s top foreign policy advisor Antony 
Blinken, Biden would end Trump’s “artificial trade war” and “improve our economic relations” 
with the EU (see page 16 below). 

EU State of the Union 

In her annual state of the union speech, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen 
said the EU should take the lead on reforming the WTO. Von der Leyen also criticized a “major 
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power” (cough, U.S. cough) for “pulling out of international organizations or taking them hostage 
for their own interests” and refusing to work for change. Especially because, “the need to 
revitalize and reform the multilateral system has never been so urgent.” She called for change 
“by design – not by destruction.”  

Von der Leyen also expressed a desire to “refine” the bloc’s relationship with the U.S., and to 
address their many points of disagreement. She expressed hope for U.S. engagement on 
multilateral issues, like Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) talks 
on digital taxes. She called DST talks a European priority and that it would “spare no effort” in 
concluding OECD negotiations. Let “there be no doubt,” she said, “should an agreement fall short 
of a fair tax system that provides long-term sustainable revenues, Europe will come forward with 
a proposal early next year,” sentiments echoed by EU Trade Commissioner Valdis Dombrovskis 
and French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire. The U.S. has active Section 301 investigations on 
almost a dozen countries over digital taxes. 

Digital Tax and Privacy 

The European Commission will reportedly launch its digital tax in summer 2021 regardless of how 
OECD negotiations go; though, officially, the Commission says it will put forward a new tax 
proposal only if OECD discussions fail to yield a solution. EU leaders have suggested a range of 
taxes to offset €1.8 trillion in coronavirus aid. In October, the OECD is set to publish an important 
tax blueprint. The U.S. Department of Commerce and its European Union counterparts began 
new negotiations in August on a revised Privacy Shield framework.  

In related news, this month a judge on the U.S. Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ruled that 
the FBI and the NSA had committed multiple violations of surveillance law and related court 
orders intended to protect privacy and civil liberties. The ruling refers to the two agencies’ email 
searches of U.S. technology and communications companies.  

Brexit 

Brexit negotiations are reaching the final showdown phase. There are glimmers of progress that 
could possibly indicate that maybe a deal could be achievable, but not guaranteed. Negotiators 
met September 29 to October 1 with about one month to go to ratify a deal in time for the end 
of the transition period on January 1. If the two sides feel they’ve made enough progress, final 
negotiations will take place from October 4 until an EU summit on October 15. 

Major sticking points have yet to be resolved. Two key issues are EU fishing rights in U.K. waters 
and the EU’s demand for a “level playing field,” particularly in terms of state aid. Regarding fishing 
rights, there’s some indication that the EU could consider a “phase out” plan for its fishing rights 
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in U.K. waters, though opposition to that plan remains. The EU is trying to write state aid 
principles directly into the deal, while the U.K. is attempting to figure out how Britain can design 
an independent subsidy regime that also makes Brussels feel confident enough to grant a “zero 
tariff, zero quota” free trade agreement.   

The U.K. is hoping for the same leeway to determine state aid granted to Japan, Canada, and 
other countries that have FTAs with the EU. Britain declared this month that it intends to follow 
WTO subsidy rules after the December 31 transition period, but that approach would not come 
close to satisfying the EU’s “level playing field” demands. A group of senior state aid lawyers that 
spans the opinion spectrum on Brexit wrote to Prime Minister Boris Johnson with an offer to 
establish a “Subsidy Control Advisory Group” to assist in designing a subsidy regime for the U.K. 
post-Brexit. They promise to break the deadlock in EU-U.K. negotiations and to “massively 
accelerate” the process.  

Another EU “level playing field” demand – continued harmonization of food safety and 
environmental regulations – is also still a bone of contention.  UK negotiators have indicated that 
their goal is regulatory autonomy, but the UK Farmers Union and various consumer and 
environmental groups are backing the EU position.  U.S. officials have informed the UK that a 
commitment to preserve harmonization would be a significant obstacle to a U.S.-UK trade 
agreement. 

The future relationship talks are going ahead despite the fact that earlier in the month, Johnson 
unexpectedly proposed legislation to alter how border checks are conducted. The internal market 
bill could jeopardize key elements of the withdrawal agreement, most significantly provisions 
dealing with Northern Ireland. The new border checks approach would violate elements of the 
1998 Good Friday peace agreement, which ended three decades of sectarian violence and 
created a shared regional government. The EU threatened Britain with legal action if it doesn’t 
eliminate the objectionable parts of the bill. 

U.K.-Japan Trade Talks 

Former chief cabinet secretary Yoshihide Suga was elected September 16 by the Japanese Diet 
to take former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s place.  Suga has a similar trade policy to Abe. His top 
trade priorities are to conclude the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership in Asia and a 
post-Brexit agreement with U.K. before the end of the year. 

The U.K. reached its first major trade deal as an independent nation with Japan. The U.K.-Japan 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement is predicted to increase trade between the two 
island nations by £15.2 billion. International Trade Secretary Liz Truss and Japan’s Foreign 
Minister Motegi Toshimitsu agreed in principle on September 11. Truss called it a “historic” 
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agreement negotiated “in record time and in challenging circumstances.” She said it “goes far 
beyond the existing EU deal, as it secures new wins for British businesses in our great 
manufacturing, food and drink, and tech industries.” 

U.K. businesses will enjoy tariff-free exports for 99 percent of goods to Japan. British 
manufacturers, the technology sector, and food and drink producers benefit particularly from 
the deal, as do iconic British goods, with geographical indications increasing from 7 in the EU-
Japan deal to 70. The new agreement also goes much farther on digital and data provisions than 
the EU-Japan deal. For Britain, the new deal is also a step closer to joining the Comprehensive 
and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and a bridge to Asia-Pacific 
supply chains and marketplaces. 

U.K.-U.S. Trade Talks 

London’s proposed internal market bill could threaten U.S.-U.K. negotiations. U.S. House Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi said right away that there is no chance a deal would pass Congress if the U.K. 
reneges on its border commitments. Mick Mulvaney, special envoy to Northern Ireland, said the 
Trump administration and Congress were aligned in wanting to preserve the Good Friday 
Agreement border prohibitions.  

Presidential candidate Biden weighed in, tweeting on September 16, “We can’t allow the Good 
Friday Agreement that brought peace to Northern Ireland to become a casualty of Brexit. Any 
trade deal between the U.S. and U.K. must be contingent upon respect for the Agreement and 
preventing the return of a hard border. Period.” The assertive language may indicate that Biden 
and Johnson would not have as special of a relationship as Trump and Johnson enjoy.  

U.K. Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab met with White House officials and House Democrats to 
alleviate fears on the matter. He said to CNN that the Good Friday Agreement is “not in jeopardy” 
and there will not be “any harder border, certainly not applied by the U.K.”  

In the meantime, Washington and London concluded their fourth round of trade talks on 
September 18 in Washington. U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo says the talks could “reach a 
successful conclusion before too long.” After meeting with Dominic Raab, Pompeo also says he 
has “great confidence” in Britain to find a solution to the Good Friday issue.  

Several stumbling blocks remain, chief of which is agriculture. U.K. trade minister Liz Truss vowed 
to drive a “hard bargain” on food safety standards and has refused to accept American “chlorine 
chicken” (i.e., chicken processed using pathogen reduction treatments) or beef from cattle 
treated with growth hormones. Other issues include the U.K.’s proposed digital services tax, 
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automobiles, and the British healthcare system. Britain is hoping for market access for lamb and 
beef. U.K. officials say they are seeking a comprehensive FTA, not looking to rush into a deal. 

U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement  

Customs agencies in the three North American nations are in close contact on implementation 
of the USMCA. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has a biweekly meeting with its 
counterparts in Canada and Mexico to discuss issues and improve processes. They are in the 
“honeymoon” phase of figuring out the exact rules of agreement. 

The auto rules have proved predictably difficult to implement. The labor-value mandate for auto 
parts state that 40 to 45 percent of a final vehicle must be made by workers earning a minimum 
of $16 an hour for the vehicle to qualify for duty-free treatment and rules-of-origin require at 
least 70 percent of the steel and aluminum to be sourced in North America. Certificate-of-origin 
changes for those looking to claim preferential treatment for goods originating in a USMCA 
country initially met with some confusion. The process was simplified from NAFTA and can now 
be done online, but there was more clarification of the elements needed. CBP put a template on 
their website which has been “very popular.”  

Canadian Aluminum Tariffs 

USTR Lighthizer announced on September 15 that the U.S. would drop its planned 10 percent 
tariffs on imported Canadian aluminum. The move came just hours after Canadian Prime Minister 
Justin Trudeau warned that Canada would “counter the unjust tariffs on Canadian aluminum” 
and just two hours before the scheduled news conference at which Deputy Prime Minister 
Chrystia Freeland and Trade Minister Mary Ng would announce the retaliation.  

In a move to deescalate the dispute, USTR Lighthizer said the U.S. would resume duty-free 
treatment of non-allowed, unwrought aluminum.” He said imports from Canada had normalized 
after a surge earlier in the year but added that if shipments surge again the U.S. will reimpose 
the 10 percent duties retroactively on all imports from the month. He also set monthly quotas of 
83,000 tons for September and November and 70,000 tons for October and December.  

At the news conference that afternoon, Freeland stressed that Canada had not agreed to the 
quotas and called the action “unilateral.”  She said that Canada will retaliate if tariffs are imposed.  

Mexican Seasonal Produce Investigation 

After holding several hearings last month, USDA, USTR, and Commerce released a report at the 
beginning of the month that outlines the Trump administration’s strategy to address the seasonal 
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produce imports and their effects on American producers. The elements of the plan involve 
actions by all three agencies. 

USTR would request global safeguard investigations under Section 201 of the 1974 Trade Act into 
seasonal imports from Mexico. The first investigation – conducted by the U.S. International Trade 
Commission – will begin with blueberries from Mexico and elsewhere (primarily Chile and Peru) 
and will take several months. Subsequent 201 investigations into strawberries and bell peppers 
may follow. USTR will also pursue talks with senior Mexican officials to address U.S. producers’ 
concerns.  

The Department of Commerce committed to creating a program to educate southeastern 
growers on trade remedy laws and to create a formal channel for information on unfair subsidies 
by foreign producers. USDA pledged to improve outreach on USDA programs, to formulate a 
promotion strategy for domestically produced farm goods, and to encourage the federal 
government to look into whether seasonal imports are linked to criminal activity. All three 
agencies will establish a joint working group to monitor seasonal and perishable fruits and 
vegetables and to provide technical assistance to Congress for future legislation. 

Mexican produce exports to the United States are worth billions. Mexican legislators have 
demanded reciprocal treatment on U.S. agriculture products should measures be imposed on 
Mexican exports.  

Taiwan Trade Talks 

The U.S. undersecretary for economic growth, energy, and the environment Keith Krach was the 
second senior U.S. official to visit Taiwan in a month, following Health and Human Services 
Secretary Alex Azar. The visits are paving the way for high-level talks. After Azar’s visit last month, 
Taiwan announced they would lift its stiff restrictions on U.S. beef and pork (covered in our 
August report). Taiwan made the change to encourage trade agreement talks with the U.S.  

According to reports, the idea of a U.S.-Taiwan trade agreement has significant support at high 
levels in the Trump Administration, but not at USTR, where Lighthizer fears negotiations with 
Taiwan would blow up the U.S.-China Phase One agreement. 

EU-Taiwan Trade 

Brussels-Taipei relations are also warming. France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and 
ten other European countries launched a joint campaign to promote mutual investment. The 
landmark investment forum was organized by the Taiwan-based European Economic and Trade 
Office.  
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It comes in the midst of escalating tensions with China and greater wariness on the part of the 
EU. Taiwan is looking to broaden its trade and investment horizons beyond China and has assured 
the bloc that China will not disrupt business investment with Taiwan. Taiwanese President Tsai 
Ing-wen said in a speech this month that Taiwan encourages “global partnerships by providing a 
fair and predictable business.”  

The EU was Taiwan’s fourth largest trading partner after China, the U.S., and Japan. Taiwan was 
the EU’s 15th largest trading partner in 2019, while China, which views the island as its territory, 
was the EU’s biggest source of imports and second biggest export market.  

Domestic News  

U.S. Farm Subsidies 

The White House announced a new round of coronavirus relief payments for farmers this month. 
President Trump made the announcement at a campaign rally in Wisconsin on September 17. 
Wisconsin leaned Republican by less than 1% in the 2016 presidential election, the first time it 
had done so since 1984. Dairy has been hard hit in the pandemic and several farm states, 
including Wisconsin, are looking like crucial battlegrounds with just a few weeks until the 
November 3 election. 

The program will provide around $14 billion to farmers with funding from the Commodity Credit 
Corporation Congress allotted as part of the Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act. Direct payments will go to producers of dairy, meat, grain, vegetables, wheat (some 
of whom were left out of the first round of payments) and other goods. USDA said payments will 
be calculated by different methods depending on the commodity. Corn, sorghum, soybean, and 
wheat growers will be paid based on losses; some crops like rice and peanuts that did not reach 
a loss threshold will receive a flat rate; dairy farmers will receive direct payments at a fixed rate 
of $1.20 per cwt, with actual payments based on the value of farm production, poultry farmers 
will receive 75 percent of their 2019 production for broilers and eggs; cattle, hog, and lamb 
[farmers] will receive reimbursement based on maximum inventory between April 16 and August 
31. As in previous programs, payments will be capped at $250,000 per person or entity.  

Senate Democrats have recently increased their criticism of the Administration’s 2019 trade aid 
program in the wake of a report September 14 from the Government Accountability Office that 
the payments were not equally distributed and especially favored southern farmers, certain 
crops such as sorghum and cotton, and large farms. Farmers in Georgia, on average, received 
$42,500 – more than double the national average of $16,500.  
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USDA waved off the accusations that payment rates were unequal and that large farms received 
significantly more of the money. It said that the calculations of commodity price damage were 
complex and linked to retaliatory tariff effects. “Large farmers account for 10 percent of all farms, 
but those farmers operate 52 percent of total farmland and generate 79 percent of the total 
value of production,” a USDA spokesperson said. “As a result, trade impacts on these farmers 
were relatively greater, which means they received higher payments.” 

The new aid program was a major sticking point in the stopgap spending bill to keep the 
government open and funded through December 11. Democrats oppose the billions in trade 
relief for farmers, which they saw as a pot of money for Trump to distribute for his own political 
benefit, and lawmakers missed several internal deadlines on the bill. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin finally reached a deal Tuesday night, September 22. 
Democrats traded the farmer bailout for $2 billion of pandemic-related food assistance for 
families with school-aged children, other nutrition provisions, and language barring USDA from 
using the money to aid fossil fuel refiners and importers. The Senate will vote as soon as possible 
on the spending bill. 

Farm subsidies have increased throughout Trump’s presidency and have come under criticism at 
the WTO (see page 20 below).  

Border Inspections Funding Shortfall 

The National Pork Producers Council and other agricultural groups urged lawmakers to devote 
more funding to border inspections of farm goods to help keep out African swine fever and other 
animal diseases. The program is funded based on fees and is facing a major shortfall because due 
to the major drop in trade and travel during the pandemic.  

Steel and Aluminum Tariff Impact  

The Government Accountability Office released its long-awaited 232 Exclusion Report. It faults 
the Commerce Department for failing to review the economic fallout of the Administration’s 
Section 232 tariffs on steel and aluminum. Commerce had promised on multiple occasions to 
carry out the analysis. 

Commerce Department economists were expected to conduct semi-annual reviews analyzing the 
impact of the duties on steel and aluminum from Canada, Mexico, South Korea, Brazil, and other 
nations. The department told the House Ways and Means Committee that it would look into how 
the tariffs affect U.S. producers as well as the broader U.S. economy. So far, however, no one has 
been tasked with the reviews and GAO found no “documentation containing the results of any 
reviews.” Without the reviews, Commerce “will be unable to ensure the consistency or quality of 
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its reviews over time and may lack the information necessary to regularly assess the need for 
further action under Section 232,” GAO wrote in its report. 

GAO also found that Commerce routinely misses its internal deadlines to review exemption 
requests for the tariffs and often rejects or denies exclusion requests because of minor 
submission or technical errors. The department faces a major backlog of requests. 

In its defense, Commerce says it does study how the Section 232 tariffs affect global supply of 
steel and aluminum, domestic prices, and “market conditions for downstream products.” It also 
supports GAO’s recommendation that it assign and complete the promised reviews.  

A joint statement from the Senators who requested the report in 2018 calls the 232 tariffs “a 
costly mess.” A statement by Rep. Jackie Walorski (R-IN) of the House Ways and Means 
Committee said the GAO report “confirmed what anyone involved in the Section 232 tariff 
exclusion process already knows: it has been inefficient, inconsistent, opaque, and unfair.” 

Trade Post-Election 

USTR Lighthizer shared thoughts on Trump versus Biden on trade this month. In a radio interview, 
he said the Administration is pursuing the best trade policy and is bringing jobs back to America. 
“We’re just starting,” he said and need four more years. He said Biden’s “globalist” trade policy 
is not even popular within his own party.  

Lighthizer added that countries expecting a return to normalcy with Biden “is clearly something 
that is palpable when I deal with countries.” Many U.S. trading partners expect trade to return 
to the previous status quo under a Biden presidency. However, Biden’s campaign has said that it 
will not pursue new trade deals until after its domestic priorities, especially “Buy America” efforts 
to get the federal government to buy more U.S.-made goods. Biden mentioned his Buy America 
proposal in the debate with Trump on September 29. 

Biden’s top foreign policy advisor Antony Blinken did not rule out returning, at some point, to the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) that Obama helped negotiate, an agreement Trump abandoned 
in the first days of his Presidency. Blinken also said Biden is not against imposing tariffs, but he 
would not do so to anger allies; he will instead seek to reengage allies like the EU to better deal 
with China (and will likely keep at least some U.S. tariffs on China to avoid looking soft).  

However, even if a Biden administration wanted to improve relations with the EU, it would face 
a slew of obstacles. Removing the threat of auto tariffs is the lowest-hanging fruit. Automakers 
have expressed the belief that the threat of auto tariffs would abate with a Biden presidency, 
which would go a long way in improving U.S.-EU relations. Resolving the long-running Boeing-
Airbus dispute, steel and aluminum tariffs, and the imminent digital services tax battle would be 
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less simple. Finally, Biden’s stated priority to promote “Buy America” and domestic policies 
inherently deprioritizes allies abroad. 

World Trade Organization News 

WTO Rules Against Trump’s China Tariffs 

On September 15, a WTO dispute settlement panel ruled that Section 301 tariffs the Trump 
administration imposed in 2018 violated global trade rules. The panel ruled that the tariffs were 
discriminatory and excessive and were not justified by the exemption claimed. Washington 
claimed that they were justified under U.S. law because China engaged in unfair trade practices 
such as intellectual property theft. Washington also claimed it was pursuing a settlement 
separately from the WTO, which the panel rejected. 

China won’t get much from the report since it has already retaliated against the U.S. duties, so 
there will be little effect from the ruling aside from a rebuke of the conflict. There is no indication 
that the Administration is considering removing the unilateral duties and no pressure from 
Congress to do so, even from multilateral supporters like Senate Finance Committee Chairman 
Chuck Grassley.  

China called on the U.S. to “respect” WTO’s ruling. “We hope that the U.S. side will fully respect 
the ruling of the WTO panel and the rules-based multilateral trading system,” said Chinese 
government spokesman Wang Wenbin. The European Union was careful in its response. A 
spokesperson admitted that the WTO rules need to be reformed to deal with China’s trade 
practices.  

USTR Lighthizer lambasted the decision and said in a statement that the “panel did not dispute 
the extensive evidence submitted by the United States of intellectual property theft by China” 
and therefore the decision demonstrates that the WTO “provides no remedy for such 
misconduct.” He called its response to China’s technology practices “completely inadequate” and 
argued the U.S. “must be allowed to defend itself against unfair trade practices.” When he first 
heard about the ruling, President Trump said, “we’ll have to do something about the WTO 
because they’ve let China get away with murder,” and went on to say, “maybe they did us a big 
favor.”  

The U.S. may appeal the ruling, but that would send it to the WTO’s Appellate Body, which has 
been paralyzed by the U.S. refusal to approve the nomination of new members, citing the need 
for reform. 
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Despite the phase one deal, the bulk of the U.S. duties on $360 billion worth of Chinese goods 
are still in place; the U.S. has a 24 percent tariff on $250 billion worth of Chinese goods. Further 
tariffs on $110 billion worth of goods were lowered from 15 to 7.5 percent as part of the phase 
one deal. Officials had said they intended to further reduce tariffs in future negotiations, but 
worsening relations have not presented an opportunity. If Biden wins, he’ll have to decide 
whether to keep applying tariffs ruled inconsistent with U.S. WTO commitments or to appear to 
concede to China. 

More than 3,500 companies are suing the U.S. government in the Court of International Trade 
for declaratory judgment and refunds with interest on the 301 tariffs. The suits by and large do 
two things: challenge the president’s authority to impose Section 301 List 3 and List 4a tariffs 
under Section 304 and 307 of the Trade Act of 1974 and challenge the process, claiming it is a 
violation of the Administrative Procedures Act. The tariffs were “arbitrary and capricious” given 
that USTR did not leave enough time for comments or consider key factors in their decisions.  

 China Domestic Support for Agricultural Producers Case 

The WTO Dispute Settlement Body approved a request by China for the establishment of a 
compliance panel to review China’s implementation of the Panel ruling in the case involving 
Chinese subsidies for wheat, rice and corn.  China maintains that that it has implemented changes 
that have brought its programs into compliance with the ruling.  U.S. official disagree and had 
requested the formation of an arbitration panel to approve retaliation for Chinese non-
compliance.  The U.S. agreed to pause those proceedings following the Chinese compliance panel 
request.   
 
We believe the compliance panel will rule in favor of the U.S. The program changes China 
implemented – e.g., a cap on the volume of rice and wheat eligible for government purchase – 
will have no effect on the actual level of support to Chinese producers. 
 

WTO Agriculture Committee Questions U.S. Subsidies 

At a WTO Committee on Agricultural meeting on September 23, World Trade Organization 
members again raised the issue of U.S. farm aid calling on the Trump administration to justify its 
agriculture support that is almost certainly over the U.S. domestic support limit. Even prior to 
pandemic relief aid, issues were raised about the Administration’s trade relief packages. 
Government payments to farmers and ranchers are up 65 percent in 2020 compared to 2019 
according to USDA data. 

The U.S.’ WTO domestic support limit for agriculture is $19.1 billion, and WTO members pointed 
to $34 billion in U.S. farm aid. Australia, Brazil, Canada, the EU, India, Paraguay, and other WTO 
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member countries urged the U.S. to consider the trade-distorting effect of its payments and 
asked whether it intended to continue increasing farm aid in 2021. New Zealand called on the 
U.S. to report the aid programs as amber box domestic support, indicating that it is trade-
distorting. The U.S. said it could not comment on future aid plans and that said it had already 
answered previous questions on domestic support. It asserted it was following WTO notification 
rules on all its domestic support.  

In 2018 and 2019, the Administration released two trade aid packages of $12 billion and $16 
billion, of largely direct payments. Then in 2020 came pandemic-related aid of $10 and – most 
recently - $14 billion. The packages were usually at the direction of President Trump, to show his 
support for farmers hurt by the trade war and pandemic. Direct federal government aid 
accounted for a quarter of farmer income in 2019 and is projected to account for a third in 2020. 

The Environmental Working Group estimated in June that U.S. payments likely exceeded trade-
distorting subsidy spending limits by $11 billion because of its coronavirus food assistance 
program. (Note:  our own informal estimate put U.S. support at about the same level, even before 
the latest $14 billion tranche was announced, although the new aid package would likely apply 
to the  U.S. notification for MY 2020, which begins in September 2020.) The U.S. could therefore 
be vulnerable to WTO challenges of its domestic support under the Agreement on Agriculture. 
The U.S. initiated and won such a dispute against China last year. The WTO found that China had 
exceeded its limits for wheat and rice in past years. The U.S. may also be vulnerable to challenge 
under the Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) Agreement even if it somehow complies 
with its domestic support caps.  

Director-General Race 

The WTO Director-General race narrowed to five candidates to advance to the next round. After 
private consultation, the three WTO ambassadors leading the search deemed three candidates 
did not have enough support and were cut:  Moldovan candidate Tudor Ulianovschi, Egyptian 
Hamid Mamdouh, and Mexican Jésus Seade. Seade was the biggest surprise; he is the most 
experienced candidate, and even served as deputy DG in the early days of the WTO. The decision 
may have been driven by wanting to draw from a different region than the previous DG or it may 
be that Seade was seen as too closely aligned with the U.S.  

The five candidates to reach the next round are Yoo Myung-hee (South Korea), Ngozi Okonjo-
Iweala (Nigeria), Amina Mohamed (Kenya), Liam Fox (the UK), and Mohammad Al-Tuwaijri (Saudi 
Arabia). Fox and Al-Tuwaijri were surprises. Okonjo-Iweala and Mohamed are favorites for the 
final two.  
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The EU – and its 27 member states – supported the 3 women and the 3 African nations 
(collectively covering Nigeria, Kenya, South Korea, Egypt). The United States has wisely refrained 
from announcing its support. USTR reportedly favored Fox and possibly Yoo and Ojonko-Iweala, 
but it is possible that the Administration will impose conditions on their support that will make it 
impossible for the Members to reach a consensus by the deadline. 

The current round runs from September 24 to October 6. WTO members will indicate two 
preferences, and General Council Chair David Walker will narrow the field from five to two.  The 
WTO hopes to have final decision by November 7.  

WTO Report 

A new WTO report shows that trade has helped ease medical shortages during the pandemic, 
despite much talk of increasing domestic production of medical supplies. Data from 41 countries 
showed trade in medical goods increased by 38.7 percent in the first half of the year and that 
trade-facilitating measures helped stave off shortages. 

Forty WTO member countries temporarily removed or deferred tariffs and charges on medical 
supplies essential to fighting coronavirus, which helped to reduce costs of necessary goods both 
for the health sector and general consumers, the report found. The U.S. removed some duties on 
medical goods and PPE and allowed importers to defer payments, taxes, and fees for 90 days 
under certain circumstances.  

The report found that WTO members also reduced red tape at the border, expedited government 
procurement procedures, improved regulatory approval and cooperation on trade goods 
standards, and some removed intellectual property barriers to facilitate innovation and access. 
However, some developing countries are still struggling to obtain needed supplies, says the WTO 
secretariat.  

Annual Reviews 

Russia Review 

USTR is conducting its annual review of Russia’s WTO commitments. In its review, USTR is urging 
the Administration to take action on a long list of policies of the Russian government that may 
violate WTO rules. However, Russia joined the WTO in 2012 and since that time the U.S. has filed 
only one WTO case against it, in 2018 in response to its retaliation to Trump’s steel tariffs. USTR 
will release the report around the end of this year or the beginning of 2021. 

The good news includes Russia’s efforts to end thousands of regulations through its “Regulatory 
Guillotine” initiative and its rise in the World Bank’s ease-of-doing-business index. The longer list 
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of bad news includes policies and proposals “of concern” such as subsidies, regulations on 
imports and exports, standards, certain trade-related investment measures, content 
requirements, compulsory licensing, and more. 

U.S. Meat Export Federation’s filing said there has been “a consistent disregard by Russia for 
upholding its WTO commitments as related to the importation of U.S. red meat.” U.S. meat 
exporters were hit with retaliatory Russian tariffs after the U.S. imposed sanctions for Russian 
activities in Ukraine. Other complaint filings came from U.S. dairy producers, pharmaceutical 
companies, and entertainment industries. 

A nuclear fuel company claimed market access barriers and unfair competition from state-owned 
enterprises in Russia, impeding U.S. uranium sales to one of the largest nuclear fuel markets. 
Sens. John Barrasso (R-WY) and Martin Heinrich (D-NM) introduced the Russian Suspension 
Agreement Extension Act this year to expand existing U.S. limits on uranium imports from Russia. 

China Review 

An annual review of China’s commitments with WTO rules is also ongoing and drew three times 
as many submissions as the Russian review, to no one’s surprise. China is the U.S.’ third-largest 
trading partner, despite the heap of tariffs and tension over the past two years. The USTR report 
will likely come out at the beginning of 2021, close to the one-year anniversary of the phase one 
trade deal. 


